We introduce a notion of equivariant index in order to describe the behavior of tangent G-vector fields on smooth G-manifolds near isolated zeros. Our methods result in a calculation of the monoid of G-homotopy classes of self-maps of the unit sphere S(V) in a real orthogonal (finite dimensional) G-module V, this being the unstable analogue of a classical result of Segal. During the course of our calculation, we prove general position results on tangent G-vector fields and obtain canonical local structures for such fields.
Introduction
Let M be a smooth compact G-manifold and let Y be a smooth invariant tangent vector field on M. In the absence of a group action, one may deform v to a field with isolated singularities (zeros). Each zero is then characterized by its index, [3] , in Z. This index determines, up to a suitable notion of homotopy, the locai homotopytype of the field at the singularity.
If one insists that all deformations be made equivariantly, one may continue to assume that the zeros are isolated, but now the indices at the singular points need not determine the local equivariant homotopytype. The purpose of this note is to determine the correct notion of equivariant index in order to classify G-vector fields locally up to G-homotopy. This is part of an ongoing program to study the relationship between invariant tangent fields on G-manifolds and global invariants. It turns out that the indices of the restrictions of a field to the fixed sets fail, in general, to capture local homotopy-type.
We show, using a restricted form of G-transversality, that the desired indices are members of a monoid JH( V), where V is the local representation of M near the singularity under consideration, and where the structure of JM( V) depends heavily on the low-dimensional geometry of V. In the (stable) case of large V, one may take A(V) to be the Burnside ring of the isotropy subgroup fixing the singularity. One may also define the index of a singularity in an invariant tangent field homotopically as the H-homotopy class of an associated H-map S(V)+ S( V), where S(V) is the unit sphere in V and H is the appropriate isotropy subgroup.
Our computation of JII( V) thus results in a computation of the moniod of Ghomotopy classes of G-maps on the sphere S(V). (In the stable case, this has been computed by several investigators; see, for example, [2] .) Moreover, our calculation results in explicit "canonical" forms for G-maps on S(V), analogous in the stable case to the Pontryagin-Thorn constructions associated with configurations of G-sets. These canonical forms arise from canonical local structures on tangent G-vector fields. (Unstably, the classical constructions fail in the absence of a fixed point in S(V).) The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains generalities on tangent G-vector fields on the disc of V, while, in Section 3, we introduce the notion of canonically transverse G-vector fields. The transversality results we need, Theorems 1A and lB, are proved in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe the local structure of canonically transverse fields, and the calculation of JU( V) is given in Section 6 by Theorem 2. The last section contains a description of the canonical forms, mentioned above, needed to complete the calculation.
The equivariant index
Let V be an orthogonal finite dimensional real G-module, and let D(V) and S(V) denote, respectively, its unit disc and sphere. We consider tangent G-vector fields on D(V) which are nonsingular (i.e. nonzero) on S(V). This will suffice for a study of the local behavior of a tangent G-vector field on a G-manifold near singularities. It is then easy to see that this construction gives a one-to-one correspondence between G-homotopy classes of G-vector fields on D( V) and unbased G-homotopy classes of G-maps on the sphere S(V), so that one may think of the equivariant index of the field v as the G-homotopy class, a(u) = [a(v)]. One could now extend a(v) to a G-map S"+S", where S" denotes the one-point compactification of V, and obtain the based equivariant stable homotopy class of a(u). This gives a class n(u) E CS", S">,,
(in the conventional notation), and we shall refer to this class as the stable equivariant index of U. Since {S", Sv}G is canonically isomorphic with the Burnside ring, A(G), of G by a well-known result of Segal [2] , the stable index resides in the Burnside ring. This index does not, however, determine the G-homotopy type of the field U, except in particular circumstances (as we shall see below).
The unstable index, a(u), resides in [S(V), S( V)IG, the set of unbased Ghomotopy classes of self-maps of S(V), and an algebraic determination of this set should give rise to a set of canonical forms for G-tangent vector fields on discs. Conversely, a determination of canonical forms for these fields leads to an understanding both of the algebra of [S( V), S(V)] G and of the geometry of G-self maps of S(V), and this fact motivates our strategy here. Definition 2.2. Let V be as above, and let s and s' be two finite G-sets imbedded in V The sets s and s' will be said to be V-equivalent if there is a one-parameter family (s,) of G-sets, with s,, = s, s1 = s', and each s, G-equivalent to s = s'. Application of the Grothendieck construction to the set of equivalence classes gives an abelian group A,(G).
Products of finite G-sets in V may be realized again by G-sets in V as follows. Ifs and s' are G-sets in V, then, for sufficiently small F, {x + ey: x E s, y E s'} = s x s'. Thus A,(G) has a natural ring structure, and we refer to it as the unstable Burnside ring of G associated with V
The unstable index of a tangent field u will be specified either as an element of A, (G) or as an element of a closely associated monoid, but this must await the transversality results in Sections 3 and 4.
The canonical local form of tangent G-vector fields
Here we define canonical transversality for tangent G-vector fields on smooth G-manifolds and state the theorems which allow one to put an arbitrary tangent G-vector field into canonical form. This will result both in global information on tangent G-vector fields and in local information pertinent to Section 2. Let A4 be a G-manifold with tangent bundle n-(M): E(M)+ M. coincide with the identity. This is analogous with Wasserman's notion of consistent transverse regularity [4] . Now assume that h: M x Z + E(M) is a smooth G-map which restricts to a section at each t E I. We shall say that h is canonically G-transverse to S if h is G-transverse to S, and if, for each t E Z, the composite c: MfMxZ:E(M) has d,c(H) the identity, where i denotes inclusion at the tth stage and where the derivative is interpreted as above. Note that we do not require the composites c to be transverse.
Theorem 1A. Let M be a compact smooth G-manifold and let s: M + E(M) be a smooth section which is canonically G-transverse to S on the G-submanifold N c M. Then s is smoothly G-homotopic to a G-section s' which is canonically G-transverse to S, with each stage of the homotopy a smooth section agreeing on N with s.

Theorem 1B. Let M be a compact smooth G-manifold and h: M x I + E(M) a smooth G-map which restricts to a section at each t E I. Assume that h is canonically G-transverse to S on the G-submanifold N c M x I. Then h is smoothly G-homotopic to a G-map h': M x I + E(M) such that: (i) h' restricts to a section at each t E I; (ii) h' is canonically G-transverse to S on M x I; (iii) The homotopy H: h -h' is at each stage a homotopy through sections; (iv) H is constant on N.
Theorems 1A and 1B will be proved in Section 4.
Remarks 3.2. It follows from Theorem lA, that not only can a tangent G-vector
field on a compact G-manifold be altered so as to possess only isolated singularities, but that the singularities themselves may be assumed to have a particularly simple form; radially outward in all directions normal to the fixed-set in question, and of degree f 1 in the fixed-set direction. Theorem 1B provides a mechanism whereby oppositely oriented singularities may cancel in a natural way. Thus, for example, one cannot insist that the resulting homotopy h' be one through transverse fields, since transversality necessarily fails at points of cancellation.
Proof of Theorems 1A and 18
Proof of Theorem 1A. We consider families 9 of subgroups of G, closed under conjugation and under enlargement of its members (i.e. if HE 9 and K 1 H then K E 9). If 9 is such a family, denote by M(9) the union IJHtS Mn, a G-invariant subspace of M. Our inductive assumption is that s has been G-homotoped through G-sections, agreeing on N with s, to a G-section s' which is canonically G-transverse to S on M (9) u N = F. The induction starts with 9 = 0 and proceeds by adding maximal subgroups not in 9.
Thus let H be a maximal subgroup not in 9, and let U be an invariant neighborhood of F such that s' is transverse to S on U. Away from lJ, NH/H acts freely on MH, and G. MH -U is a G-manifold of the form G x NH P with P a free Further, t may be NH-equivariantly deformed to (T through NH-sections on Q by exploiting the fact that r is an NH-equivariant deformation retraction. Throughout the deformation, the section is unchanged on F (and thus remains G-equivariant there). One now has two NH-equivariant homotopies defined on overlapping pieces of Xv Q. Further, both define G-homotopies on the G-orbits of these pieces, so it remains to patch them together on the intersection. This is done by noting that, for sufficiently small X, X0+ Q" is an NH/ H-manifold with boundary a, and hence that X has an NH-equivariant collar 8~ I. The collar coordinate now permits one to deform the normal coordinate of (T continuously to that of r affinely along the collar coordinate through fields 7, whose derivative is the identity on the appropriate piece. One can similarly use the collar coordinate to patch the homotopies t -CT L x Fig. 1 and t-r. Thus one has a G-homotopy s'--u of tangent G-vector fields with u canonically G-transverse to S on M( sl) u N where 4' = 9u {G-conjugates of H}. This completes the inductive step.
•i
Proof of Theorem 1B. This is essentially an elaboration of the proof of Theorem lA, in view of the following remarks.
(i) The first part of the argument in the inductive step, which follows from the nonequivariant case, involves a local procedure which preserves the property of being a section at each stage.
(ii) The second part of the argument carries over directly, since the interval coordinate is tangentially along the fixed sets. 0
Local structure of canonically transverse tangent fields
Let M be a (compact, smooth) G-manifold and u a tangent G-vector field on M. By Theorem 1A one may, by a constant deformation, assume that v is canonically transverse to the zero section S. It follows from transversality that the zeros of u are isolated, and from the canonical property that, at each zero x, with isotropy subgroup H, there is an H-equivariant disc neighborhood D(V) of x with the field radially outward on S( V(H)) and linear overall. It follows that u can be deformed to a direct sum, id+j, where id is the identity on V(H) and j: VH + V" is any linear isomorphism whose determinant agrees with that of u on VH. We now restrict attention to the local case, and take M = D(V) for some G-module V. In what follows, a 'field on D(V)' will refer to a tangent G-vector field on D(V) with no zeros on S(V).
If v is a field on D( V), then the zeros of u define an element q(v) E A,(G) (where signs are determined by the isomorphisms j above). The following proposition assures that this assignment is independent of the homotopies used to put the field into canonical transverse form. The proposition now follows. 0
We now prove a partial converse to Proposition 5.1.
Proposition 5.2. Let v and v' be two canonically transverse tangent G-vectorfields on D( V), and assume that v and v' possess the same zeros and agree on a neighborhood of their zero sets. Also assume that, if dim VG = 1 and tf the fields possess no zeros on VG, that they agree there. Then a( 0) = a( v').
Proof. We need to construct a canonically transverse tangent G-vector field on D(V) x I which satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1B and which is nonsingular on S(V) x I. One proceeds inductively on subgroups as in the proofs of Theorems 1A and lB, taking NC D(V) x Z to be a union P of copies of D(V) x I, where the copies of D(V) are chosen to enclose the singular points of v. One begins with a field h defined on D(V) x Z by taking h to be constant on P (as we may by the hypothesis), and to agree on D(V) xdI with v on the O-end and with v' on the l-end. The extension of h to D(V) x I is initially arbitrary. One then proceeds to make h canonically transverse to S as in Theorem lB, but one needs to take care, in the initial stages of induction, with the G-fixed set and with fixed sets of dimension ~2. We claim that, with due care, one can arrange that h is nowhere zero outside of P on any fixed-subset of D( V) x {t} with dimension ~2 for any t E I.
Beginning with the G-fixed set, one can certainly arrange, if dim V" > 1, that h be made canonically transverse near VG with hJ(D( VG) x I) nowhere zero outside P n VG, since the (nonequivariant) index of VI VG determines the degree of a( vG). When dim VG = 1, one can have two nonhomotopic maps of degree 0 on the zero-sphere S( V"), but this is avoided by the provision in the hypothesis. When dim VG = 0 or 1, there is the possibility that V possesses larger fixed-sets of dimension 1 or 2. Thus assume dim V" = 1 (and hence that VG = [O]). In this case, the (one-dimensional) geometry of the field v) VH forces a(v) and a(v') to agree on S( VH) = So, so we may assume h canonically transverse near V" x I and nowhere zero on S( V") x I. This leaves the case of fixed sets VH of dimension 2.
If VG = 0, this again follows from a consideration of nonequivariant degrees. If dim VG = 1, one needs to extend a G-homotopy specified on S( V") x I to one over G. S( V") x I. This amounts to extending a homotopy NH-equivariantly over S' x I from one defined on So be the ring homomorphism which assigns to a virtual G-set (s -t) that tuple whose (H)th coordinate is (sH ( -(tH] . If V is sufficiently large, then A,(G) =A(G), and d is a monomorphism, [l] . In general, however, the existence of disconnected fixed-sets in V prevents this. We define a multiplicative submonoid A( V) of A,(G) as follows, depending on several cases. shown to be well-defined in Proposition 5.1. We now claim that q takes values in A(V) in Cases 1 and 3 above, and that there is a variant of q which takes values in A(V) in Case 2. In all cases, we denote the resulting map by 4, which will turn out to be the desired isomorphism.
In Case 1, it suffices to consider the restriction of canonically transverse G-vector fields to the 0-and l-dimensional fixed-sets of V. Since VG = (0), one must have a single degree-one singularity at 0. If H # NH is a subgroup with VH onedimensional, then NH must act antipodally on V", since NH acts freely on VH away from 0. Thus there are an even number of singularities away from zero on VH. Further, the geometry of the one-dimensional field on VH forces adjacent singularities to have opposite indices, so that the total index on V" is as claimed. When NH = H and dim VH = 1, the situation is as before, but with the possibility of an odd number of singularities away from zero, giving the option of an index zero singularity overall.
Turning to Case 2, the singularities away from VG define, via canonical transversality, an element in Bv( G), while restricting a G-map on S(V) to the G-fixed set gives the second coordinate in [S( V"), S( V")]. That the resulting map 4 into JM( V) is well-defined follows from the proof of Proposition 5.1, since singularities away from VG cannot 'drift' into this proper fixed subset.
Case 3, of course, is immediate. We now assert that 4 is a monoid homomorphism. Given two maps f and g on the sphere S(V), together with associated fields F and G respectively, the composite g of determines a field G 0 F with singularities obtained from those of F by replacing each singular disc neighborhood with a copy of G. By construction therefore, this corresponds to the product in A,(G) in Cases 1 and 3, while in Case 2, this corresponds to the product in Jtl( V). as well as the same behavior on V G in the case VG one-dimensional. This assumption follows from the fact that any pair of singularities which determine elements a and -a in A,(G) may be simultaneously and equivariantly removed via cancellation.
Further, singularities of index 0 are removable equivariantly by a straightforward procedure. Now apply Proposition 5.2 to obtain the desired result.
Local canonical form for G-vector fields
Here we describe constructions of specific canonically transverse G-vector fields on the disc D(V) with prescribed local indices in order to account for each element in _4!( V).
Assume that one is given a G-imbedding of G/H in D(V)" with the identity coset falling at x. We now construct two tangent G-vector fields with singularities at 0 and at the points of G -x, and which directed radially outward outside an invariant wedge of cones with axes through the points of G -x. withO~e,<n((i=1,2 ,..., n-2),andOse8,_, < 27~. The desired vector field is then specified on this cone by (See Fig. 3 .) One then extends this to a G-vector field on the wedge of cones by multiplication.
By construction, the field has the desired singular set, and is of the correct nonequivariant index at its singularities. Geometrically, the field is radially outward near 0 (and thus equivariantly canonically transverse there). Near x, the flow is inward along the x,-axis and outward along the boundary of the cone vertexed at x. (See Fig. 3 .) Under a small equivariant perturbation therefore, the field is canonically transverse there as well. We now construct the field F( 1 + G/H) (with the index inferred). Consider the field Y=(r+2r(r-x,))d/dr+(x,-(x0-r)*+2r(r-x,))a/dx,.
The field Y is singular at G. x and 0. (See Fig. 4 .) The flow is radially outward near 0 and radially inward near x, so that the field has degree 1 at 0 and is not canonically G-transverse at x. If dim VH = 1, then fields of this type will not be required, by the definition of A(V). Thus we assume dim V" ~2, and that the xi-axis is fixed by H. We define a field W on the cone such that W agrees with F(1 -G/H) on the hyperplane (xi = 0) and with Y on the x,/x,-plane. This is done as follows. Let W, be the restriction of F( 1-t G/H) to the hyperplane (x, = 0), and let W, be the restriction of Y to the x,/x,-plane.
Consider the field W = cos en-, W,+ sin en_, W, .
The flow near x is then inward in the x,/x,-plane and outward along orthogonal directions, thus giving a canonically transverse field, which we take as F( 1 + G/H). Using these constructions, one may now prove that the map 4 in Theorem 1 is epic. Again, we consider the three pertinent cases.
Case 1: VG = 0. Given an element x E A(V), one may choose an embedding of a representing virtual G-set in V, including (necessarily) a single positive point at 0 by the structure of A(V) in this case, one need place at most one point on either side of 0 in a one-dimensional fixed-set. For each G-orbit G/H in this set, place a cone field F( 1+ G/H) or F(1 -G/H) about it, depending on the sign of the orbit, and ensuring that the cones are sufficiently narrow so that no two intersect. One may then extend to a field F(x) on D(V) via the use of a radially outward field on the complement of the cones. It is now immediate that +(F(x)) = x. Case 2: dim VG = 1. We let (See Fig. 5 .) The index of F at 0 is -1. Superimposing the cone fields, and extending over the disc as before gives a canonically G-transverse vector field with a singularity of index 0 at the origin, and the desired overall index. If b = +l, then we proceed as in the above case, but without including F. Fig. 5 Case 3: dim VG > 1. Choose a one-dimensional subspace U of VG. One may then place cone fields to construct fields of overall index n +Ci n<G/Hiy where Hi # G, each ni is arbitrary, and n = 0 or 1. One may now add cone fields with singularities in VG -U to obtain indices as above, but with arbitrary n. This completes the proof that 4 is epic, and thus completes the proof of Theorem 2. I7
